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ABSTRACT 

 
This document will provide a detailed description of the original design behind our 
device, device casing, and iOS application.  It will cover process of assembly, as well 
as failure analysis and future directions for the project. 

 
INTRODUCTION  

 
Problem Statement 
Millions of older adults experience falls that can affect quality of life and cause costly 
injuries. Our project primarily addresses the need for a comfortable, wearable fall 
monitoring system to decrease response time following a fall. The device will detect 
falls using an accelerometer and gyroscope and track heart rate through electrode and 
optical sensing. The device is composed of off-the-shelf components, a student-
designed PCB, and a student-designed molded-plastic casing. Worn around the chest, 
the device will transmit data through Bluetooth to the user’s iPhone on an original iOS 
application. In addition to heart rate display, the iPhone application is capable of 
sending an emergency message to a designated third party following the user’s 
unresponsiveness after a fall. Some technical challenges faced through this project 
include soldering surface-mount components with tiny electrical leads, as well as 
generating and transmitting reliable data from a small package format. 

 
Objectives 
Use-Cases: 
 
Use Case #1 - An elderly user falls in their home or assisted living environment and is 
unable to contact emergency personnel. The device registers the event as a fall and asks 
the user if they have actually fallen through the iPhone application.  Upon no response 
or a positive verification that assistance is needed, the iPhone application initiates a text 
message to user-specified emergency contacts, notifying them that an event has 
occurred with the user.  
 
Use Case #2 - An elderly user is having heart problems and contacts a doctor. The 
doctor can pull ECG and Optical Heart Rate data from the device to help aid in 
diagnosis.  
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Use Case #3 - An elderly user wishes to track their heart rate. The user accesses the 
device application to determine if their heart rate is within their own specified values.  
 

DESIGN SOLUTIONS 
Design Overview 
The device housing and band are worn across the body with electrode wires and leads 
protruding from the device's housing. Electrodes are placed on the body by the user and 
pads are replaced after each use. Within the device are both ECG subsystem and 
Optical Heart Rate detection system. The data collected from these sensors is 
transmitted through Bluetooth low energy to the user’s iPhone where the accompanying 
application, designed by the team, displays the user’s current diagnostics. Should a fall 
be detected, the application notifies an emergency contact that a fall has occurred. 
 

 
Figure 1: Ergonomic Design 

 
Accelerometer/Gyroscope 
In order to detect when a user has fallen, a LSM6DS3 6-axis inertial measurement unit 
(IMU), made by STMicroelectronics, is integrated into the hardware design. It contains 
three accelerometers and three gyroscopes, each corresponding to one of the six axes. 
As with many IMUs manufactured for wearable devices, the package is small (less than 
3mm x 3mm), helping to minimize the overall footprint print of the board. It is surface-
mounted to the PCB, and when the device is worn, the IMU is within 8 inches of the 
body’s center of mass. This location of the IMU (and the entire device) is believed to 
optimized the probability of accurately detecting when a fall has occurred. 
 
ECG Heart Rate 
Electrocardiography is the process of recording the electrical activity of the heart. The 
electrocardiography signal, also known as ECG signal, is composed of voltage potential 
data. In order to collect this data, electrodes are typically placed on the patient’s body. 
Typically, in the three-lead method, one electrode is placed in the upper right corner of 
the chest, another electrode diagonally across the heart from the first, and the last below 
the heart on the side.  

  
Figure 5 and 6 show a visual representation of the three-lead electrode placement and 
the modified two-lead placement that was utilized in the device. 
 
An analog front-end integrated circuit is used to filter the electrical signal from the 
heart. It contains an instrumentation amplifier, an operational amplifier, a right-leg 
drive amplifier, and a mid-supply reference buffer. When the circuit measures the 
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heart’s electrical signal, it amplifies the ECG signal, while filtering non-pertinent data. 
This signal is then sent to the MCU. 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Typical Three-Lead Electrode 
Placement 

Figure 6: Modified Two-Lead 
Electrode Placement 

 
Optical Heart Rate 
Technology currently exists to use optical sensors to extrapolate heart rate from the 
finger and the wrist. There are two operating modes for optical heart rate sensing: 
transmittance and reflectance. Both methods use one or more light emitting diodes 
(LED) and one photodiode. Transmittance mode uses the photodiode to measure the 
amount of light passed through from one side to another in the body from the LED. 
This method is advantageous for finger heart rate monitoring, but is not practical for 
chest heart rate monitoring because the distance the light travels is too large to collect 
an accurate signal. Instead, the system was designed to use reflectance. In reflectance 
mode, the LED and photodiode are on the same side of the body adjacent to one 
another. The LED transmits light into the chest which reflects back into the photodiode. 
The light reflected is detected by the photodiode giving an output, which is amplified 
with a high gain amplifier. The output is usually measured in voltage so essentially an 
increase in voltage describes that a heart-beat has occurred.  When there is no blood 
flow throughout the body, there will be a relatively low photodiode output voltage.  
With blood flow, there will be a voltage spike recorded due to the magnitude of blood 
present. 
 
In order to collect optical data from the chest, two or three LEDs and one photodiode 
are used in the WWBAN device.. The LEDs are a combination of red and infrared 
wavelength. The integrated SFH7060 LED module provides this combination of green, 
red, and infrared LEDs.  
 
The photodiode, or the detector, has the capability to detect wavelengths corresponding 
to each of the different LED types. The LEDS were connected to the Si1143 analog 
front-end and LED driver IC. Out of the considered front-end modules, the Si1143 had 
the most desirable characteristics with a small footprint and integrated photodiode. In 
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addition, the pin connection format was favorable to the LED testing, allowing 
swapping of the LEDs of the SFH7060.  

 
Microcontroller and Transceiver 
The microcontroller and transceiver subsystems, for the scope of this project, are 
combined into the same subsystem. Both of these components are housed within one 
module, the Silicon Labs Blue Gecko BGM111, which acts as the control hub for the 
WWBAN device.  
 
The BGM111 is a Bluetooth smart module, chosen for this device based on its small 
size at a 12.9 x 15.0 mm footprint, low power consumption, and strong processing 
capabilities. Calculations and data manipulation are also done more easily on the 
BGM111 than comparable models given its 32-bit ARM Cortex M4 processor. 
Additionally, the BGM111 has favorable radio frequency emission characteristics since 
it has an even radiation pattern. Additionally, its transmit power is set within software 
to ensure the meeting of our BLE requirements of one mW max power within a one 
meter radius. 

 
Since the BGM111 needs to interact with each of the other components, it is directly 
connected to each other primary components. Any configuration of the devices was 
done through connection to the BGM111 by binary outputs or the I2C bus. This 
allowed the BGM111 to control chip select and configuration pins, as well as writing 
device-internal control registers.  
 
Devices with I²C interfaces were connected to pins PA0 and PA1 on the MCU, as well 
as a pair of 10 kilo Ohm pull-up resistors for the data and clock lines. Also, the output 
of the AD8232 analog front-end module was mapped to pin PB13, and this pin was 
configured as an analog-to-digital converter to read the output waveform from the 
front-end device.  
 
Lastly, the debug connector for the MCU was then mapped to pins PF0 through PF3, 
each having its own break-out pin on the designed PCB.  
 
Power System 
The components of the power system include a rechargeable coin cell battery, a battery 
housing, and a voltage regulator.  
 
Several factors are taken into consideration during the design of the power supply for 
this device. Among them are the device’s duty cycle constraint (8 hours),  supply 
voltage of each component, and total amperage draw on the battery.  
 
A 3.6 V, 120mA hr lithium ion coin cell battery is used in the design, offering 23 hours 
of expected normal use of the wearable device. This battery and housing is by far the 
largest component of the entire WWBAN device at 25mm in diameter. This oversized 
battery was necessary to satisfy the duty cycle constraint with the expected total current 
draw. 
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Current consumption was summed for all components and found to be 5.46mA. This 
total is based on conservative use assumptions. This total consumption of 5.46mA is 
then multiplied by the duty cycle of 8 hours, revealing a necessary battery capacity of 
44mAh. As the lithium ion battery chosen boasts a capacity of 120mAh, and our 
required capacity is only 44mAh, a safety factor exists in the design amounting to 3:1.  
 
In Figure 11 shown below, voltage is plotted over capacity drained, and various C-rates 
are shown.  

 
 Figure 11: Sufficient discharge rate of battery 

 
With the conservative use assumptions considered above, the design’s C-rate is 
determined to be 0.22 C mA. The horizontal line shown on Figure 11 indicates that 
with a regulated voltage of 3.3V, and the aforementioned C-rate, the battery is expected 
to output adequate voltage for the entirety of its 120mAh capacity. 
 
As a contingency demonstration, system capacity requirements are again summed using 
the much more liberal use assumptions of 1.) a connection rate between transceiver and 
phone of 0.5s instead of 4s, and 2.) an on/off ratio for the LEDs of (3.2e-2)/1 instead of 
(3.2e-5)/1. Even in the case of these relatively extreme parameter settings, the system’s 
capacity requirement is only 60.5mAh, and with this battery, a safety factor of 2:1 is 
retained.  
 
It can be seen in Figure 11 above, that the 0.2C-rate curve climbs well above 3.6V as 
the battery nears a full charge. Because the absolute maximum voltage of four of the 
system’s six components is approximately 3.6V, a 3.3V voltage regulator is used to 
ensure that a safe and steady voltage is delivered to all components even when the 
battery is fully charged. 
 
PCB 
Housing and interfacing of the components is performed through the use of a student-
designed printed circuit board, or PCB. The PCB was designed using the Eagle CAD 
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software, which allows for the creation of components and their footprints, an overall 
circuit schematic, and the actual PCB layout. 
 
The bulk of the components were placed on the bottom side of the board, facing the 
user’s skin, while the sole primary component that faces away from the user is the Blue 
Gecko BGM111 microcontroller and B.L.E. transceiver module. For favorable 
frequency characteristics and overall performance, ground planes were placed in all the 
empty space on either side of the board. The PCB’s construction is of FR4 insulation 
with copper traces. 
 
iPhone Application 
An iOS application was created in order for the user to interact with the device. If an 
event occurs, i.e. the patient falling to the ground, or an increase or decrease in heart 
rate the user is notified. If an event did not occur, the application will continue to read 
in the data from the microcontroller, but if an event occured, data will be saved ten 
seconds prior to this event occurring.  Once this happens, a notification popup will 
appear asking “Are you okay?”  If the answer is yes, then the saved data will reset and 
continue to initially read data from the first step.  If the answer is no, a notification will 
be sent to an emergency contact every five minutes.  From here, it will continue saving 
until yes is answered on the notification popup. 
 
The second focus for the iPhone interface is mainly how the application should appear.  
There will be two view controller screens.  These can be seen in Figure 17 and Figure 
18.  
 

 
 

 
 

  
Figure 17: Application Design Page 1 Figure 18: Application Design Page 2 

 
Upon log-in, the user will have the primary app screen displayed to them (seen in 
Figure 18 above). This screen does not require any interaction as well, and as long as 
the application is running in the foreground or background, the Bluetooth connection 
and data collection will be running.  
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In the event of a fall, further user interaction is required, however. After a fall, a pop-up 
notification will appear to the user where they are prompted to answer “YES” or “NO” 
to a questionnaire asking if they are okay from the fall. If yes, no further action is 
required and collection proceeds as normal. If no or there is no response within a 
specified time interval, then an emergency contact or emergency services will 
automatically be contacted by application using the iPhone’s integrated phone 
capabilities 
 
Case 
The device’s housing is a two part system, shown in Figure 14 below, consisting of a 
base plate and a lid. This design concept attempts to provide a light, small and durable 
solution for the device’s housing. 
 
The base plate and lid share a 10-degree draft angle in order to seamlessly mate before 
snapping together. Both the plastic parts are thermoplastics, but of very different 
chemical compositions. The base plate is made of an Acetal Copolymer, while the lid is 
made of Polyethylene Terephthalate, and is formed by vacuum forming over a mold. 

 
   Figure 14: Housing Components 

 
RESULTS 

The final prototype was not functioning completely because of the misalignment of the 
accelerometer/gyro package on the PCB. However, cutting the traces and testing 
components individually resulted in promising results. 
 
iPhone App 
The application is able to be downloaded and opened on several iPhone devices. The 
user is able to register a username and password and enter their Medical Information. 
The application, though, is unable to complete a Bluetooth handshake with the device. 
In order to determine the Bluetooth connectivity of the device, we used the Silicon Labs 
application on the iPhone. The device was able to connect through this application. The 
device also connected to an Android application called BLE Scanner. At 1, 3, and 6 feet 
the device was connected with an acceptable relative power level. Outside of 6 feet, the 
relative power was so low in decibels that it can be considered insignificant. 
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ECG Heart Rate 
It was verified that a voltage potential signal from the two electrodes can be captured. 
The signal can be seen in Figures 19 and 20 below without filtering.  
 

  

Figure 19: Unfiltered Electrode Signal 
(Sitting Still) 

Figure 20: Unfiltered Electrode Signal 
(With Movement) 

 
Without filtering, the heart rate QRS peaks cannot be seen. However, when the signal is 
filtered through the analog front end, as in Figure 21 below, the R and S peaks can be 
seen.  

 
 

Figure 21: Filtered Electrode Signal (Sitting Still) 
 
Optical Heart Rate 
The optical heart rate detection system was not completed due to insufficient test time 
to divert the LED and photodiode through the case for more direct contact to the user’s 
skin. 
 
When voltage was applied directly to the LEDs for the optical heart rate, the red and 
green LEDs produced light. The red LED was much brighter than the green LED, as 
seen in the Figures 22 and 23, below. This discrepancy could be due to damage to the 
SFH7060. 
 
No data results were captured with regards to heart rate from optical sensing. 
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Figure 22: Red LED Figure 23: Green LED 
 
Accelerometer/Gyroscope 
The LSM6D3 accelerometer/gyroscope module was non-functioning after assembly, as 
described below in the conclusions. When voltage was applied to the circuit, the 
accelerometer began to overheat due to a flipped orientation of the component. 
 
Case 
The baseplate established an effective place for the PCB to be stabilized to. The lid 
more clearance than expected and could have been trimmed about a quarter of an inch 
more. This would allow the entire case to be slimmer to the body and not appear as 
bulky. Along with that, removing the lid from the baseplate was too challenging for the 
target user demographic. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

Some of the challenges the team faced involved difficulty working with the 
components that were selected a semester earlier in the design phase.  
 
After obtaining the fully-assembled PCB, testing of our device began two weeks prior 
to Design Day. However, on the first day of testing, an error was found on the PCB 
layout. It was found that the orientation of the accelerometer component had been 
soldered on the PCB at an orientation of 180° askew, causing a short-circuit.  On closer 
inspection, we found that the accelerometer was the only component whose footprint 
was viewed bottom-up on its data sheet.  
 
Complications arose from using an MCU software called BG Script instead of a 
familiar industry standard. The team learned that MCU software selection should be 
based not only on its unique features, but on ease of accessibility of its software as well.   
 
Interfacing the MCU of the device with the iOS application via BLE transmission also 
proved more challenging than originally anticipated. While the MCU could output data, 
it would not output it to the iOS application.   
 
We are confident that if the accelerometer/gyro package is rotated 180 degrees then the 
accelerometer/gyro would be function and could be tested within the WWBAN device.  
 
Significant feedback from device testing included passing of all tests in the phases prior 
to full system assembly with the exception of an unsatisfactory battery housing.  
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The test user attempted to remove and replace the coin cell battery. The task was very 
difficult and could barely be accomplished by the test user. Taking into account the 
lower strength of our target customer, it is not reasonable to say that the current battery 
housing is acceptable. The battery is too difficult and time-consuming to remove and 
replace. 
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